
2017 HOLIDAY GIFT 
guide

The ultimate gift guide for finding unique gifts for 

everyone on your list! We’ve gathered our favorite 

products that are essentials for this holiday season.  

We hope these recommendations help you find the 

perfect present whether it is for the preppy, the 

sporty, the homemaker, or sophisticated friend. 

Enjoy!



GIFTS FOR
women

ERIMISH BRACELETS

WRAP BRACELETS

BLACK & YELLOW KNIT SCARF

COFFEE & FRIENDS TEA TOWEL

HAIR TIE BRACELET

One size fits all - magnetic 

wrap bracelets are perfect  

for any occasion.

This black and yellow scarf is so soft,  

and can be worn in multiple ways.  

Stop in store to see a variety of different 

patterns and colors.

Can be worn as a hair tie or 

bracelet and are interchangeable. 

Banded bracelets even gives back, 

every purchase provides three 

meals for a child in need. 

A fun gift for your your best friend or the  

coffee obsessed.

Get these semiprecious stone 

bracelets. Purchase a new one 

for every occasion to create a 

stackable look. It is the gift  

that keeps on giving.

WOMEN’S TOTE BAG

BARR-CO. LOTION

CARAMEL TASSEL 
WOMEN’S GLOVES

Beautiful dark cabernet, faux 

leather tote with a snap-open 

strap, makes it easy to store 

everyday essentials. 

Comes in Spanish Lime, 

Blood Orange Amber, and 

Honeysuckle. These are 

attractive presents for gift 

exchanges or great stocking 

stuffers. 

These sophisticated caramel 

gloves are a great accessory 

that match any winter 

jacket. They have just the 

right amount of detailing.

$21

$18

$11

$67

$30

$50

$50

$21

$22

$14
GEMSTONE RINGS

For the fashionistas, choose a 

unique ring. With all different 

shapes, sizes and colors, you’ll be 

sure to find the right accessory.$37



GIFTS FOR
men

PREPPY MEN’S SOCKS

MEN’S WINTER SCARF

MOSCOW MULE MUGS

Fun socks are the craze right now.  

Find the perfect pair for the  

man in your life.

This men’s scarf will go with 

any coat or sweater. Has pops of 

orange, navy, grey, and brown.

Ideal for a refreshing drink  

and an excellent gift for  

the entertainers. 

BLOODY MARY GIFT SET

This mix is bloody good. This kit has all 

the seasonings needed to make a great 

Bloody Mary and comes with a recipe.

BADGER AND PACKER 
TIKI TOTEM

For the sporty ones, this tiki  

totem is a great accent in a  

man cave or sports room. 

TRAVEL MUG

Grab coffee to go with 

this unique ceramic 

camo mug. 

WHISKEY OLD  
FASHIONED CANDLE

All natural soy candle made locally 

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

PACK HELMET T-SHIRT

Unisex gray t-shirt with green print. 

A game-day essential.

$20

$16

$23

$24

$34

$20

$5

$20

BARWARE

Mustache bottle 

stopper and beer nut 

bottle opener. These 

make great accessories 

for the home bar. $13

$5



GIFTS FOR
kids

LULUJO SWADDLES

Need a gift for a newborn?  

Why not try these multi-purpose 

bamboo muslin swaddles. With 

a super soft texture they can be 

used as blankets, crib sheets, or 

stroller covers.  

SOCK ANIMALS

ONESIE

PLUSH ANIMALS

CHILDREN’S KNIT HATS

BABY’S FIRST YEAR KIT
COTTON GRAPHIC PANTS

These sock animals will 

make anyone smile and 

make great gifts for the 

kids on your list. There are 

a variety of colors, patterns 

and characters for boys 

and girls. 

This onesie is 

a favorite for 

Wisconsinites, 

because who 

doesn’t love a 

cheese curd?

Silky soft plush animals 

can be cute nursery décor 

or your child’s best friend. 

These adorable knit pom hats come in 

all different patterns and colors. We 

have great options for boys as well.

Celebrate each milestone with this 

blanket and card set. Purchase the 

“Rainbow” set, “Ruler” set or “I Can 

Move Mountains” set.

These cute designs are made locally.  

There are a variety of fun patterns 

from arrows to plaids, and they are 

comfortable for infants.

$20

$19

$24

$20

$14

$18

$22



GIFTS FOR
the home

TIS THE SEASON PILLOW

MOJITO WOODEN MUDDLER

MYRRH WOOD CANDLE

CRAZY CAT LADY PILLOW

ELM GROVE COASTERS

SERVING UTENSILS

MOOSE PILLOW

Spread Holiday cheer with the perfect 

décor pillow to complete any room.   

Has classic gold piping and stitched  

gold lettering.

Wishing it were summer all over again?  

This muddler is ideal for mojito making 

at home and even comes with the recipe 

printed on the cloth bag.

This Field + Fleur candle will enhance 

any room with its sleek design and will 

leave a homey scent behind. 

One Cat Short of Crazy pillow matches 

any décor with its natural colors but will 

jazz up any space with the fun saying.

Coasters are terrific for entertaining 

and these Elm Grove coasters add a 

personalized touch to any home.

Serving Utensils are essentials 

for holiday cooking.  

This gift is exactly what the 

homemaker needs.

Looking to get that lodge 

vibe? These hooked 

pillows are nice accents 

to cozy up any space. 

BOTTLE STOPPERS

Decorative holiday stoppers, 

excellent host gift to bring to 

all the holiday parties.

$7

$38

$38

$19

$33

$48

$72

$8



GIFTS FOR
the home continued

FAL LA LA Y’ALL PILLOW

Need some easy holiday décor?  

Switch out regular pillows with  

fun holiday pillows.

CANDLESTICKS

SPORTS ORNAMENTS

These candlesticks have 

a wood texture to them 

and bring a little of the 

outdoors in. Display them 

on a mantle or even in a 

dining or living area.

These ornaments make a simple 

stocking stuffer or get creative 

and create a sports-themed 

Christmas tree.

The marble cheese board is a chic 

gift for entertaining. With its elegant 

texture and gold striping it makes a 

unique present for the homemaker. 

For the pet lovers this dog pillow is a 

super cute pillow that can be displayed 

all year round.

Try a specialty pure vegetable hand 

soap. Another great host gift and 

will make an elegant touch in any 

bathroom or kitchen.

Decorative tea towel with a variety of 

vintage ornaments. A cute towel to 

display in the kitchen or bar area. 

MARBLE CHEESE BOARD

DOGS WELCOME PILLOW

BARR-CO. HAND SOAP

This super chic candle is the perfect 

statement piece for a bedroom or living 

room. It has a wintry texture and makes 

a simple but elegant gift.

GOLDEN EMBERS CANDLE

$44

$28

$35

$39

$38

$31

$9

$48

CHRISTMAS TEA TOWEL

$14



SHOPPING LIST



1135 Legion Drive | Elm Grove | WI | 53122

ghomestore.com | gustomerc.com


